One major accomplishment in this project was the development of the CLUSTer Error Reduction (CLUSTER) model's formalism. The updated equations can be downloaded at http://love.psy.utexas.edu/~love/cluster.pdf. One popular approach to modeling human category learning in the face of challenging data has been to propose models containing multiple systems. These systems could include prototype, exemplar, or rule-based components, as well as gating mechanisms that determine how to combine the outputs from these systems or components. CLUSTER takes a complex systems approach in which "systems" emerge out of the learner's interactions with their environment. One claim is that what appears as separate cognitive systems are all based on cluster representations that follow from CLUSTER's recruitment and learning rules.
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One major accomplishment in this project was the development of the CLUSTer Error Reduction (CLUSTER) model's formalism. The updated equations can be downloaded at http://love.psy.utexas.edu/~love/cluster.pdf. One popular approach to modeling human category learning in the face of challenging data has been to propose models containing multiple systems. These systems could include prototype, exemplar, or rule-based components, as well as gating mechanisms that determine how to combine the outputs from these systems or components. CLUSTER takes a complex systems approach in which "systems" emerge out of the learner's interactions with their environment. One claim is that what appears as separate cognitive systems are all based on cluster representations that follow from CLUSTER's recruitment and learning rules.

CLUSTER has evolved a great deal over the project. Important changes include moving to Gaussian receptive fields, cluster-specific attention, and noise in the activation process. Gaussian receptive fields for clusters allow CLUSTER to show rule-like patterns of generalization (e.g., peak shift responding). Noise in the cluster activations serves many functions, including capturing data that indicate a shift to exemplar-based representations with extensive training. The noise in cluster activations makes cluster recruitment (in response to surprising stimuli) a stochastic process, meaning that eventually every exemplar is encoded by its own cluster with over training. Finally, allowing clusters to attend to whatever set of stimulus properties reduces responding error allows CLUSTER to scale up to learning situations in which multiple domains (e.g., natural kinds and artifacts) are simultaneously acquired, as well as allows CLUSTER to capture recognition memory findings from behavioral studies conducted in the laboratory.

One recognition finding that has been correctly predicted by CLUSTER is that the recognition memory for oddball items (e.g., an exception to a rule) is driven by having to differentiate the oddball item from similar items that that contrast with the oddball item (e.g., are in a different category). This prediction differs from the most popular account (since Von Restorff) of oddball memory enhancement which holds that oddball items are remembered better because they are relatively isolated in stimulus space. Recent work in the lab has demonstrated that isolation effects in category learning are attributable to the lack of properly matched foils and that differentiation drives the creation of high-fidelity memory traces:


This work follows from behavioral and simulation work published in December of 2004 on a similar topic:

Modeling-wise, we continue to look ahead to extending CLUSTER so that it can be applied to reinforcement learning situations. CLUSTER is a clustering model of human category learning that is being developed under this grant. While working on deriving candidate learning rules for CLUSTER, Matt Jones and the PI realized that CLUSTER could be extended using the Q-Learning method to be a model of reinforcement learning with category learning simply being a special case in which environmental feedback is only relevant to evaluating the previous action.

This insight could potentially be very important. CLUSTER is designed to uncover the natural goal-relevant chunks (i.e., clusters) of a learner’s environment, mirroring the structures discovered by human learners. These clusters may provide an effective, low-dimensional representation that can speed reinforcement learning. CLUSTER extended to reinforcement learning would allow it to be applied to virtually any problem (e.g., learning to control an aircraft). Matt Jones and the PI believe the model could be extended to provide a dynamical system/connectionist rival to production systems like John R. Anderson’s ACT-R architecture. The lab is excited about the prospect of integrating category learning with reinforcement learning and addressing learning and performance problems that Air Force personnel face on a daily basis.

Although the CLUSTER work was the main focus of this funded effort, many related projects have also bore fruit. One project has successfully related CLUSTER’s mechanisms to a learning circuit involving prefrontal cortex and structures in the medial temporal lobe:


Work led by Matt Jones has explored how recently experienced stimuli exert an influence on classification behavior. This line of work separates the contributions of short- and long-term influences on classification behavior. In terms of short-term influences, the use of probabilistic category structures allowed for independent estimates of perceptual and decisional recency effects:


One extension of the work with CLUSTER was to consider how people learn categories or patterns that are defined over relations and features. The vast majority of research in human learning focuses on categories defined solely by features. Many real world concepts are relational in nature. For example, a “predator” is defined in relation to “prey”, not by some set of perceptual features. As another example, visual scenes are often understood in terms of the spatial relations among objects. In this line of work, a cognitive model is developed that bridges work in analogy and category learning. The model, Building Relations through Instance Driven Gradient Error Shifting (BRIDGES), extends ALCOVE, an exemplar-based connectionist model of human category learning (Kruschke, 1992). Unlike ALCOVE which is limited to featural or spatial representations, BRIDGES can appreciate analogical relationships between stimuli and stored predicate representations of exemplars. Like ALCOVE, BRIDGES learns to shift attention over the course of learning to reduce error and, in the process, alters its notion of similarity. A shift toward relational sources of similarity allows BRIDGES to display what appears to be an understanding of abstract domains, when in fact performance is driven by similarity-based structural alignment (i.e., analogy) to stored exemplars. Simulations of animal, infant, and adult support BRIDGES. Current work considers how to extend BRIDGES’s exemplar-based representations to more general cluster-based representations as used in the CLUSTER model (but with relational content). Other efforts involve empirical tests with human subjects:


Other work involving relational processing demonstrates that people perceive objects that play the same relational role (a baseball bat and a golf club are both used for hitting) as being more similar. A computational model that extends existing corpora approaches to automatically extracting meaning from text is developed that incorporates lessons from these empirical studies:
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Publications - Other


Presentations:

In addition to the conference papers listed above and presentations at the Annual Meeting of the Psychonomic Society, the PI has given the invited talks listed below.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9/2005</td>
<td>“Acquiring Knowledge One Cluster at a Time,” Department of Psychology, New York University, NYC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/2005</td>
<td>“A Clustering Account of Human Categorization,” Department of Psychology, University of Sydney, Australia.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4/2005  "Environment and goals jointly direct category acquisition," Department of Psychology, Texas A&M, College Station, TX.

2/2005  Keynote speaker for Lake Ontario Visionary Establishment Conference.

2/2005  "Beyond common features: The role of roles in determining similarity." Department of Psychology, The University of Western Ontario.

1/2005  "Clustering Account of Human Learning" Department of Psychology, Stanford University.

1/2005  "Clustering Account of Human Learning" Department of Psychology, UCSD.


9/2004  "Bridging Levels: A Cognitive Model of Hippocampal Mediated Learning" Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders, The University of Texas at Austin.